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VIEW FROM
THE CHAIR

A

time of change gives a chance to look at where we are and try to see
where we might be going. The IED sits in a unique position. We are at
the intersection between engineering and product design. Engineering is
a field of expertise that covers a broad range of activity, from speculation on
what it is technically possible to do, how to do it, and the operation,
maintenance and final disposal of what has been done.
It’s the ‘How to do it’ part where design comes in. Designing products is a
task also covering a broad range from simple items to ease the flow of human
activity, to the provision of the vital products and infrastructure on which we
depend. A design engineer is an engineer who mainly carries out functional
design and knows when to ask for help when other aspects of the product need
different expertise. A technological product designer is a designer with a strong
appreciation of the human interaction with products and enough familiarity with
the way they function to design ones that work (or occasionally call in the
engineers). Thus, an engineering designer is
a designer who designs things that work and
keep the customers happy.
Our engineering membership makes us the
12th largest of the 35 professional bodies
affiliated to the Engineering Council. We also
have a growing number of product design
New Chair of the IED Colin Ledsome considers ways in
members in a wide range of industries. We
have links with many other bodies, from the
which the membership can help take the Institution to
British Standards Institution to the British
the next all-important level
Interplanetary Society (and that’s just me!).
The connections we make with others give the IED a respected voice and an
influence in many forums, allowing us to ‘punch above our weight’.
We have many decisions to make about our future. Our financial situation
implies we must make better use of our assets, particularly our headquarters at
Courtleigh, to give us more scope for investing in our future activities and
meeting our members’ needs. We could also look at possible partnerships with
like-minded organisations to the benefit of both, locally and nationally. Council is
also considering ways to broaden our membership by offering a professional
home to those in areas of expertise that support design activities, with analysis,
research, testing, model building and other activities.
You can help. Use your designatory letters to show your affiliation. Promote
membership to others in your organisation. Tell us what you want the IED
to do for you. Write a piece for the journal, passing on your opinions and
experiences to the rest of us (contact the editor). Join an IED committee to help
us serve our members and plan our future. As the saying goes: ‘We need you!’

How change means
fresh opportunity

*http://www.institution-engineering-designers.org.uk/Article/News/announcement-new-president-for-iedfrom-july-2018 –
** https://www.raeng.org.uk/news/news-releases/2017/march/uff-review-of-engineeringprofession-published

Get Involved

If you would like to contribute to any discussions, write to:
Colin Ledsome
BEng MEng CEng FIMechE FIED MCMI FBIS MDS, Chair, at:
The Institution of Engineering Designers,
Courtleigh, Westbury Leigh, Westbury, Wiltshire BA13 3TA.
Or email: chair@ied.org.uk
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Unforeseen

consequences
A seemingly logical change can introduce unforeseen consequences,
as Colin Ledsome CEng FIED, the newly appointed IED Chair, points out
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Explosion A

Riveting

S

ome years ago, a cancelled UK missile, Blue Streak - below,
right - was adopted as the ﬁrst stage of the ﬁrst European
Satellite Launcher, Europa 1. A new section joining the
rocket to the upper stages had to be designed in place of the
previous nose cone. This had to incorporate a ring of explosive bolts
to allow the separation of the stages.
Explosive bolts had been used on many similar systems and were
known to be extremely reliable ( see ‘Earlier Conﬁguration’ at the top
of the diagram, left).
The joint was designed with a closed
cavity around the charge to allow the outer
case of the bolt to shatter. The designers
decided to make sure they would always
separate by putting two charges in each bolt,
with separate ﬁring circuits.
A number of bolts were made and tests
carried out on a simulated joint. After some
20 tests, one of the joints would not separate.
Both charges had ﬁred, but it would not
come apart.
A careful examination revealed that one
charge, ‘A’ in the Two-Charge Design section
of the diagram, had ﬁred before the other
and the force generated had pushed the rest
of the bolt through the joint, allowing the
second, ’B’, to ﬁre when it was across the joint
line. This had the effect of riveting the two
parts together. After looking at several options, a short delay was put
into the ﬁring circuit for ‘A’, so that ‘B’ always ﬁred ﬁrst, avoiding the
problem. In this case, a modiﬁcation intended to increase reliability
had introduced a new mode of failure (see the ‘Test Failure’ section of
the diagram), making it less reliable.
This demonstrates the wisdom of always checking, when a
seemingly logical change is made, that new factors haven’t been
introduced that result in unforeseen consequences. Wherever
possible, always check to test your assumptions, even if you don’t
think you have made any.
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Earlier configuration

HIGH FLIERS!
The IED celebrated its
2018 AGM and Awards day
at Aerospace Bristol, the
ﬁnal ‘landing strip’ for
Concorde Alpha Foxtrot.

C

oncorde Alpha Foxtrot was the last of the supersonic
passenger jets to be built and the last to fly. For those
attending the IED’s AGM and Awards day in July, the
opportunity to step on board and feel the vibes of this
remarkable aircraft – now the crown jewel on display at Aerospace
Bristol – was unmissable.
Capable of crossing the Atlantic in under three hours,
Concorde cruised at over twice the speed of sound and reached
an altitude of 60,000 ft. Her passengers would marvel at the
curvature of the Earth and look up at a blue-black sky, as they

travelled at 1,320 mph and sipped champagne on the edge of
space. Much loved as Concorde was, this particular day was
really all about acknowledging other winners – those who had
claimed an IED award. As they stepped up to accept their prizes,
they were duly applauded by the many members, family and
friends who had made the journey to join in the celebrations.
The medal and trophy presentation ceremony was hosted by
IED CEO Libby Meyrick, with the winners receiving their awards
from new IED President Pete Lomas, founder of the legendary
Raspberry Pi Foundation.

MEDAL OF APPRECIATION
Professor Gordon Blount

MEDAL OF APPRECIATION
Dave Castle

MEDAL OF APPRECIATION
Dr Andrew Tizzard

Gordon has contributed 15 years as
Member of Council, including two years
as both Vice Chair and Chair. He has also
represented the IED on the Council of
the Society for the Environment, helping
us to understand and contribute to the
organisation on behalf of our Chartered
Environmentalist members. He has
provided guidance, informed discussion
and debate, and a steady voice on Council.

Just about everyone is aware what
the acronym GDPR means – and what
a headache complying with the new
regulation could have been for a small
charitable organisation such as the
IED. However, Dave’s diligence and
dedication, all of which took an inordinate
amount of time and effort, has meant
that the path to compliance has been
less rocky than feared!

Andrew stepped down as Chair of ETC
at the AGM in 2017, after eight years
in charge. During this time, he oversaw
the reworking of course accreditation
procedures to realign with new standard
guidelines and contributed to a very
successful licence review from the
Engineering Council. Andrew was
presented with his medal as a gesture
of thanks from the IED.

BSc MSc PhD FIMechE FIED(PCh) CEng
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IED AWARDS 2018
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The Hornsby Cup
The Hornsby Cup is presented annually by
the Institution for the best article published
in its journal ÔEngineering DesignerÕ. Brian
Wall, editor of the IED journal, above, took
the award for his feature ‘Airlander’.

The Hills Millennium Award
Marcus Engman has been the head of
design at IKEA since 2012. He is at the
forefront of how the retail giant builds
its ranges and designs its products. He
launched IKEA’s first African collection
at the Design Indaba Conference 2017,
a project curated by Design Indaba. It’s
expected to be available to the public
in 2019. It is for his work in instilling
excellence in product design, promoted
through his products at IKEA to the general
public, that Marcus received this award.

The Geoff Kirk
Young Members Award
MEDAL OF APPRECIATION
EurIng Simon Vaitkevicius

MEDAL OF APPRECIATION
Denise Watson

Simon has just stepped down as Chair of
the Membership Committee after eight
years in charge. The IED’s youngest
ever Chair of the Committee, he took
up the role in 2010. A change of work
circumstances means that he is now
busier than ever and is handing the baton
over – and the IED thanks him for his
contributions over the past eight years.

Denise has worked for the IED for 25
years. An often ‘unseen’ contributor to
the work of the Institution, she provides
vital support for all the staff across the
board. Denise steps in and turns her
hand to whatever is required – whether
that be in the kitchen, the offices and
at events all around the UK. The IED is
very lucky to have her working with us at
Courtleigh and we are very grateful.

BEng(Hons) MSc CEng FIED

www.ied.org.uk

James Lewis, below, is a Mechanical
Design Engineer working at AWE, modelling
and drafting components and assemblies,
designing diagnostic equipment, facility
modifications and seeing projects through
from writing the initial requirements to
product build. He became a Member of
the IED and registered at EngTech level in
April. The award recognises his dedication
to professional development, from
apprentice to engineering designer, with
potential to achieve further registration,
as he builds upon his early achievements.
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recognition. See page 14 for the full story
behind her remarkable career to date.

The Alex Moulton Award

Promotion of Design Award
Rob Bell, above, graduated from the
University of Bath with a Masters in
Mechanical Engineering with French and
now, through his TV work, is on a journey
of rediscovering his love for science and
engineering. He presented the hit BBC Two
series ‘Engineering Giants’. Since then, he
has hosted further factual documentaries
for BBC One, BBC Four, Travel Channel,
Quest and Channel 5 where his most
recent series, ‘World’s Greatest Bridges’,
explores the engineering and historical
stories behind some of the planet’s most
famous structures.

The Kathbert Trophy
Jennifer Roberts, below, is a senior
project manager at BridgeCat, responsible
for the management, design, testing and
deployment of a mobile bridge inspection
system. As a mechatronic and mechanical
design engineer, she has worked in a
range of fields, including product design,
playground equipment and additive
manufacturing. She has contributed to a
number of research papers for the Royal
Academy of Engineering, been shortlisted
for the Red Rose Awards and received
the Solidworks Women in Engineering
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This award went to Phil Eaglesham –
pictured below, with Concorde in the
background – and the design team
at the University of Sheffield for the
‘Victor’ wheelchair, featured previously
in Engineering Designer. Phil is a Royal
Marines Commando who contracted
Q Fever (Helmand Fever) during active
service in Afghanistan. As a result, he
relies on wheelchairs and similar devices
for his mobility. Traditional devices
restrict his mobility and independence,
which had resulted in him shutting
himself away from the world.
The new chair will reduce the need
for costly adaptations to kitchens and
bathrooms, as well as socially assisting
countless people. A talented athlete,
Phil represented Ireland at the Paralympic
Games in Rio, in the Target Shooting
event.

The FounderÕs Award
This award, presented annually for
‘Distinguished Services to the Institution
of Engineering Designers’, went to Dr
Tania Humphries-Smith – below, right.
Tania has been a member of the IED
since her student days, becoming MIED
and IEng in 1993, a few years after she
graduated with a BSc in Engineering
Product Design and then CEng in 1995.
Tania was one of the first four
Chartered Technological Product
Designers (CTPD) awarded by the IED.
She has sat on Education and Training
and Membership Committees. She has
taken part in numerous accreditation

visits in both product design and under
the auspices of the Engineering Council
licence and has conducted numerous
Professional Reviews for MIED, IEng
and CEng along with a similar number
of Technical Reviews. She has sat on
Council since 2001 and been Chair since
2015. During those three years, Tania has
led the IED through significant changes
and laid the foundation for important
future developments. Tania’s commitment
to the role as Chair has been
outstanding, as shown by her willingness
to extend her period in the role to a third
year, to oversee the implementation of
some of the major changes introduced
more recently. This is despite her very
busy schedule, both in work and at home.
It was for this dedication, leadership and
commitment that Tania is presented with
the Founders Award for 2018.

www.ied.org.uk
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‘Inspire, Support
and Achieve’ Award

Honorary Fellowship:
Maggie Philbin

The Gerald Frewer Memorial Trophy is
awarded for outstanding contributions in
the field of engineering design, design
management, education and training or
design philosophy, and this year’s winners
are the HMS Queen Elizabeth Design Team.
HMS Queen Elizabeth is the lead ship
of the Queen Elizabeth class of aircraft
carriers, the largest warships ever built
for the Royal Navy of the United Kingdom
and capable of carrying up to 60 aircraft.
She is named in honour of the renowned
World War I era super-dreadnought Queen
Elizabeth, named after Queen Elizabeth
I. The new Queen Elizabeth will carry her
namesake’s honours, as well as her Tudor
rose-adorned crest and motto.
For the full story behind the design and
construction, see page 18.

Pete Lomas, pictured below, founder of
the acclaimed Raspebrry Pi, was officially
welcomed in as the new President of the
IED at the 2018 AGM – a happy event.
But it also meant saying farewell
to outgoing President Maggie Philbin
– below, right. A renowned radio and
television presenter, probably best known
for her work on Tomorrow’s World, she
has a life-long interest in science and
technology, and worked as presenter for
eight years on the BBC’s flagship science
and technology programme. In 2008, she
created TeenTech, an interactive science
and engineering event for teenagers. In
2010, it was awarded Best Engineering
Event by the British Science Association.
She was also a patron of the Daphne
Jackson Trust, helping scientists,

www.ied.org.uk

engineers and technologists return to
work after a career break. Maggie has
received many acknowledgements for her
work; in July 2012, she was awarded the
degree of Honorary Doctor of Technology by
De Montfort University for services to the
world of science and technology.
In November of that year, Princess
Anne presented her with the award for
Communication and Outreach in the 2012
WISE Women of Outstanding Achievement
Awards. Maggie received the IED’s
Promotion of Design Award in 2013 and
it was then that the conversation started
about her Presidency of the IED. She
was presented with an OBE in 2017 for
her services to science and technology.
Maggie became Honorary President of the
Institution in 2014 and has served in that
post for four years. The IED was delighted
to welcome her as an Honorary Fellow.
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MANTA

TURNING
THE TIDE
Despite some false dawns, there remains huge potential for
wave power as a source of renewable energy. Paul Fanning finds
out more about one of the latest and most innovative systems

W

hen it comes to
renewable energy,
it is fair to say that
wave energy has
been the Cinderella of
the sector. While wind energy has gone
from strength to strength and become
a commonplace feature of our land- and
seascapes, and solar panels are widely
seen, tidal energy has not really achieved
its promise.
This is not for want of trying. Some
high-profile tidal energy projects have
come and gone. Perhaps most notable
in this country was the Pelamis project,
which gained a great deal of attention
(including coverage in Eureka magazine).
This was made up of connected sections
that flex and bend as waves pass to
generate electricity. Sadly, however,
Pelamis Wave Power (the company that
owned Pelamis) went into administration
in November 2014.
However, the potential for renewable
wave energy is such that the technology
is not going to disappear. In a country
such at the UK in particular, with its long
coastline, the opportunities it presents are
too great to ignore. The UK government
estimates that wave and tidal power could
deliver 20% of the UK’s electricity needs.
One project that has sought to learn
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from the mistakes of its predecessors is
MANTA, from Aqua Power Technologies.
The brainchild of design engineer Sam
Etherington, one MANTA unit alone is
claimed to have the potential to power
as many as five homes.
A native of the Lake District, where
his family runs an engineering business,
Etherington investigated wave energy
during his final year at Brunel University.
“I looked at wave power for my thesis and
designed something I thought was all right
– based on ignorance, really,” he jokes.
Following graduation, Etherington
submitted his design to the James
Dyson Award, where it won the UK leg
and went on to be shortlisted in the top
20 international designs. From there,
the design was then inducted into skills
body Semta’s Engineering Hall of Fame,
celebrating the best of British engineering.
The upshot was that the publicity
surrounding these successes led to grant
bodies approaching Etherington, with a
view to funding his development. Unwilling
to look a gift horse in the mouth, he
accepted a few grants and started to
look at the feasibility of the project.
Not everything went smoothly,
however. “After a few months and
a lot of headscratching,” he says, “I
couldn’t come up with a realistic way that

www.ied.org.uk

RENEWABLE ENERGY

Design engineer Sam
Etherington: the force
behind MANTA

www.ied.org.uk
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I was going to make this device viable with
automatically load-shedding; in a 3m wave
the finance and skill sets I had available.
with a six-second swell, a 4m diameter
This was at the same time that Pelamis
heave plate would work brilliantly. But,
went under – about two months after I
if it’s 10m with a 15-second swell, that
started the grant-funded feasibility project.
same heave plate is generating huge
I realised I was on a very similar pathway
amounts of drag. It’s a fixed plate, there’s
Pride
in production – Sinoi employees in front of thenothing
SI 50.3you
rotorcan
blade
they made (© Sinoi)
to those guys and they were 10 years
do about it. Obviously, in
further down the line.”
wave energy, it can be very calm one day
This led to a re-examination of his
and ridiculously stormy the next, so you
approach and the decision to scale
need something that can cope with both
down from the original design. “I think
of those situations.”
it was the idea that, if you’re designing
The idea behind this heave plate was
something, start small and scale it up. By
that it was automatically able to shed
contrast, I was going straight for the big
load that was beyond its pre-set limit.
project, so that was a bit of a realisation
Essentially, it had a series of flaps that
I wasn’t following the fundamental design
would open up all on their own at a certain
practices I’d been taught. So, I moved
load. Etherington realised that, if you
back into smaller devices. The idea being
flipped the flaps around, you would have
that you could put 10 smaller devices out
a large surface area, which is proven in
to achieve the same power output as one
tank testing to be sensitive to any slight
large device.”
movement in the water.
Going back to the drawing board, he
“The heave plates essentially want
came up with six designs that were fully
to remain still, because there are such
engineered, fully costed and simulated.
massive surfaces acting against the
Each involved around five months’ work,
water. So, the idea was to flip it on its
but there were problems with all of them.
head and put the flaps on the outside.
Either they could not be cost-engineered
That way you end up with a large surface
successfully or the principles were slightly
area that’s very sensitive,” points out
flawed. Says Etherington: “I went through
Etherington.
six versions of different machines, and
Another key area of innovation involved
you just have to be prepared to drop them
the development of power take-off for the
and start again.”
system – ie, how do you actually get the
The breakthrough came with the
power out? Essentially, he says, there are
development of a ‘heave plate’. This he
two options: you either go for a hydraulic
describes as “like having a dish in a sink
system like Pelamis or for a gearbox.
full of water”. He explains: “If you pull
“Hydraulics do actually make a lot of
out the plate quickly, there’s resistance.
sense, because you’ve got varying strokes
So, I designed this heave plate that was
of movement that are not consistent from
wave to wave. But a hydraulic system has
the potential to absorb all of those and
later convert them.”
However, neither solution “ticked the
boxes” for Etherington. “And just from
the work I’d been doing, I could see that
neither of these was right for me, because
they’re not simple and they’re prone to
failure. For instance, just one hose or
valve in a hydraulic system has to fail and
the whole system is down – it doesn’t
work properly. Equally, a gearbox in a
wave environment is just a really bad idea.
It’ll just shred it.”
Instead, he opted for an alternative
solution using a timing belt attached
to the device’s wings. Attached to any
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floating object by a chain, MANTA is
submerged 10-20m underwater, operating
in a calmer part of the water column.
Its large ‘wings’ are hydrodynamically
forced up and down by the motion
of the sea, creating a very sensitive
system, even in small waves. The wings
actuate the generator, which converts
the wings’ reciprocating motion into
power. This is achieved by the use of a
timing belt attached to the wings and
a generator atop the system. This has
the twin advantages of being an external
component (and therefore easy to access)
and being able to ramp up speed without
using a hydraulic system or a gearbox.
With these innovations, MANTA was
born. The system is now on version 20.
Crucial to its development has been the
importance of robustness and design
simplicity. “The flaps are flapping up and
down, the timing belts are running back
and forth over a pulley sat on a custommade generator designed in-house,” says
Etherington. “This is a direct drive. If you
turn the shaft, power is coming out of the
back end – there are no other systems in
there. No oil, no hydraulics, no gearbox
and – importantly – there’s no shaft seal;
it’s a totally hermetically-sealed power
generating pod. At some point, you need
to extract the power, but the system itself
is actually pretty agricultural. Stuff in the
sea is going to break, so acknowledge
that and make it easy to replace whatever
is going to wear out.”
All the crucial and sensitive parts are
contained within that pod. These include
the direct drive generator and a series
of circuit boards monitoring the absolute
location of the shaft, so that the exact
position of the flap is known. Knowing
where the flap is allows the operators
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The development of a ‘heave plate’ was the breakthrough in MANTA’s design
to know exactly how much they can load
MANTA. The frame of the system is also
robust, being made of a single piece of
high-density polyethylene that is 40mm
thick, to which the flaps are attached.
The flaps are also made of high-density
polyethylene, which is proven to last in
the water for a period of 20 to 30 years.
“It’s a difficult material, but for my use it’s
perfect,” he explains.
Keeping the cost of the system
manageable has been of paramount
importance in Etherington’s design. “Ours
is a low-cost system,” he says. “Other
people in the wave industry claim they’re
low cost, but they’re still half a million
quid. When we say low cost, we mean that
the commercial device will be no more
than £35,000 for a complete system.”
This aim for low costs involved a
number or realisations, he continues.
“One was ‘Don’t build a hull’. When you
build a hull, you’re in shipbuilding territory,
which is what happened to Pelamis. It’s
really hard to pin down the labour cost,
which has a massive impact on your
overall costs when you scale up.”

has involved the purchase of a test tank,
since the commercially-available facilities
were too expensive and only operated 9
to 5, meaning they did not fit in with the
overall design process. Since the tank
was purchased, there have been 1,023
different variations of MANTA and roughly
24 tests, meaning “you very quickly start
to understand how it works - what it likes
and doesn’t like”, says Etherington.
The system was then scaled up and
sea tested in the Farne Islands. It was
then scaled up again, underwent more
testing there and was then scaled up yet
again to the size it is now. This machine
is now being trialled off the West Coast of
Shetland in a salmon farm.
Says Etherington: “That’s going out
there for about a year and the guys who
are running the farm have taken exclusivity
on the device for the aquaculture industry
for Norway and Scotland.
“They want to offset their diesel
consumption. They’ve got fishfarms all
over the UK and Norway, and use diesel to

power all the systems offshore, because
it’s uneconomical to lay a cable. If you’re
transporting diesel to a shore base and
then transporting it to the farm, by the
time it gets there, you’re at significant
price; so, it’s a great opportunity for
MANTA to be competitive, versus what
they’re paying at the moment.”
The idea is that MANTA charges battery
banks on board the barge, which, at
night, will switch to battery power for the
computers, lights, seal scarers etc. This
would normally involve the generator being
on tick-over, using 6 litres of diesel per
hour. The aimed-for payback time is three
to four years. Following completion of
the current tests and a realisation of
its commercial potential, Etherington
sees considerable value for the system
in other areas. “One of the other
industries I’m quite keen to make
happen is for remote islands and coastal
communities where they now use diesel
generators.” The future for MANTA looks
promising indeed.

AVOID OVER-ENGINEERING
Another concern was not to over-engineer
the design. “If it’s a 3m wave today and
a 10m wave tomorrow, and you’re trying
to design a device that can cope with that
huge variation, there are two approaches,”
states Etherington. “One is to completely
over-engineer the device, which means
that 90% of the time it’s so over-specced
that the whole thing is too expensive.
Another is to introduce stopping systems,
which are likely to fail as the systems that
drive them fail.”
Since its initial design, MANTA has
undergone extensive tank testing. This
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The company behind high-profile wave
energy project Pelamis went into
administration in 2014.
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True grit
and talent
Senior project engineer Jenny Roberts MEng CEng MIED, who carried off a top trophy in this year’s
IED awards – see page 6 – has shown remarkable determination and ability in advancing her career
and achieving Chartership. Engineering Designer has been ﬁnding out more

F

ollowing Storm Desmond in
December 2015, where Cumbria
experienced some of the worst
ﬂooding it has seen in recent
times, the Department for Transport,
Cumbria County Council and Gaist
Solutions – which has a reputation
for providing innovative and highly
accurate highways condition surveys and
inspections – started discussing the need
for a mobile bridge inspection system.
The Department for Transport
subsequently saw fit to fund the project,
which commenced in early 2017. The
upshot is BridgeCat, a mobile bridge
inspection system capable of safely and
rapidly assessing the prevalence of bridge
scour (erosion at the bridge foundations)
inherent in the national bridge stock.
It aims to greatly reduce the time
taken to reopen bridges after a ﬂood
event and could be on site within hours
of an event occurring. Currently, bridges
are not reopened until river levels have
dropped to a safe level to allow divers to
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inspect the bridge structure and for scour.
The mobile bridge inspection system
comprises a Unimog vehicle with a loader
crane mounted behind the cab, on to
which sensing equipment, including a
sonar device, an underwater camera and
an altimeter (depth sensor), is attached.
Under normal conditions, the system will
be driven onto a bridge before the crane
is extended out over the side and the
sensing equipment placed in the water.
During ﬂood conditions, the system
may be operated from the river bank or
adjacent road to avoid placing it on a
potentially unstable structure.
Senior project engineer for BridgeCat
is Jenny Roberts MEng CEng MIED,
this year’s winner of the IED’s annual
Kathbert Trophy award (see page 6 for
full coverage of all the 2018 awards).
“Initially, we’re trialling the system around
Cumbria,” she explains, “but have the
intention of sharing the learning that
results with other councils going forward.”
Her path to becoming an engineer really

should serve as an inspiration for anyone
thinking of entering the profession – from
gaining a first class degree in MEng
Mechatronic Engineering from Lancaster
University to being awarded a CEng in
March this year.
She joined Gaist Solutions, based at
Lancaster University, in June last year,
attracted by the company’s scope and
the opportunities this promised. Gaist
captures and analyses continuous, highdefinition imagery – 900 times the detail
of Google Maps – about road conditions
and the highways network.
The company has developed this into
IP-rich proprietary software, which can
be imported into the asset management
systems of highways network operators,
local authorities, mapping companies,
major utilities and other blue-chip firms.
Engineering Designer was curious to
know more about what motivates Jenny
and what the ‘day job’, on the road with
BridgeCat, actually entails. Happily, we
were able to catch up along the way.
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Main picture and below: using BridgeCat
to look for any scour or undermining
of the bridge structure
(Photo Dave Willis at mountainsportphoto.com)

What inspired you to become an
engineer or pointed you towards an
engineering career?
I’ve always loved making things and
at school I particularly enjoyed design
technology. It was a DT teacher who
mentioned engineering. Before that, I’d not
really heard of it or realised there was a
career that embodied all of the subjects I
really enjoyed at school.
Who inspired you toward engineering
when you were at school?
It was my design technology teacher, Mr
Quick, who suggested engineering in the
first place, arranging some engineeringrelated work experience and encouraging
me to apply for sponsorship through the
IEE (now IET), which I was subsequently
successful in getting. At the time, there
wasn’t so much of a push to encourage the
uptake of STEM subjects, apart from if you
showed a particular interest and actively
wanted to pursue that.
Can you describe a typical working
day now?
When I’m out testing our mobile bridge
inspection system (BridgeCat), I’ll be on
site early to oversee the set up of the
equipment and ensure the appropriate
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traffic management is in place to allow
us to inspect the bridge. I’ll then see that
the system is positioned correctly for the
inspection to take place and instruct the
operators on where I’d like the equipment
(sonar and underwater camera) placed in
the water. Next, I’ll record the results in
this location and advise on the next point
in the water the equipment should be
moved to. This is repeated until the whole
bridge has been inspected. The equipment
is then disassembled, stored on the
vehicle and I head back to the office to
process the results.
A day when I’m in the office may
involve designing elements of the system
using CAD, making sure my project plan
is up to date and I’m on schedule with
everything, processing any data that has
been collected from a bridge inspection,
and collating this into a report that is
easy to understand by both technical and
non-technical colleagues. I also look at
the more strategic side of the project and
am responsible for determining whether
the system is cost effective, the statistics
around where the system could and
should be used, and making suggestions
on future developments to enhance the
system both technically and commercially.
What do you find most
enjoyable about your job?
I love seeing the whole life cycle of a
project and being involved with it from start
to finish. The BridgeCat project started
as a concept on paper and I’ve seen it
through to an operational prototype that is
producing some really exicting and useful
results. The sense of pride when you first
see something in physical form that you’ve
designed from scratch is immense and this
is definitely the best aspect of my job.

when I’ve been unsure of whether I could
achieve this, as well as having a family.
While struggling with A-Level physics and
having a complete meltdown in class, I
spoke to a careers advisor who was very
understanding and suggested I drew a
picture of where I wanted to get to in life
as a means of providing me with a bit of
focus for my studying.
She also suggested having a night off
and going for a drink with my friends! I
subsequently followed both bits of advice,
thankfully drawing the picture first, which
I then stuck up on my bedroom wall and
looked at first thing in the morning and
last thing at night for every day for around
a year. I haven’t got the physical drawing
still, but I do have it etched on my brain
and have recreated it since.
Chartership (CEng) was the last thing on
the list I felt would mean I’d really made it
as a well respected professional engineer
and I set about doing everything I could
to get there. I worked hard at Uni and
came out with a first in MEng Mechatronic
Engineering. I secured my first job at one
of the UK’s top design consultancies
(DCA Design) and for the first time in my
life had a steady income. A couple of
years later, I’d

Jenny Roberts:
Chartership has been
a huge and important
achievement

Is there a great professional
achievement or high-profile
accomplishment that you would
like to tell us about?
Chartership has been a goal
of mine since the age of
around seventeen and is
undoubtedly the aspect of
my career to date that
I’m most proud of,
especially as there
have been times
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Detrainment steps designed for rapid deployment in an emergency,
when a London Underground S-Stock Train stops between stations
In what ways has registration
benefited your career?
Registration has given me instant
credibility when introducing myself at
conferences or to new clients, it’s an
accolade that is widely recognised and
highly regarded. It’s given me a boost in
confidence and determination to keep
pushing myself to achieve more great
things.
How does your employer benefit from
your professional registration?
Having a Chartered engineer on their staff
again gives the company credibility when
speaking about the project I run and our
engineering team generally.
The company is rapidly growing and
has just been successful in obtaining
£2.7 million in investment.
In time, the engineering team will grow
and it’s my hope that I can be pivotal in
providing support for this.
Where do you see yourself, career
wise, in five years’ time; what
are your future ambitions?
I hope to constantly improve as an
engineer and still strive to become better
at what I do each day. Over the next five
years, I hope to grow with the company
I work for, establish a larger engineering
team and develop new innovative projects
with them.

Water features: Lumier Durham 2011
(Images Jenny Roberts)
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(Image courtesy of DCA Design International, designers, and Percy Lane Products, manufacturers.)

purchased a house with my future
husband and my career in engineering was
progressing nicely. We then decided to
start a family and, as a result, I chose to
take a year out on maternity leave, during
which time my husband and a couple of
other engineering friends from university
achieved Chartership status. Obviously,
I was happy for them, but at the same
time felt a little left behind. That said,
I returned to work, built my confidence
back up and started to get my application
underway. In fact, I submitted a draft to be
reviewed shortly before I found out that
I was pregnant with twins and again had to
make the decision to put engineering and
Chartership on hold.
However, I’m not one to be easily
defeated and I am guilty of ‘wanting it
all’. I therefore returned to work after
another year out and, having taken an
administrator role, due to my previous
engineering contract ending and no other
engineering role becoming available,
I started to look for a way back in to
engineering, which is when I discovered
Gaist and the senior project engineer role
that I now hold.
I guess the reason achieving
Chartership means so much to me is
that it’s been a long road to travel to get
here. My family is incredibly important to
me and so is my career, and juggling the
two is such a fine balance. However, it is
possible to make it work and achieving
Chartership status is proof of that.

Do you participate in any other careerrelated activities, such as mentoring,

volunteering or membership of other
engineering groups?
I’m a STEM Ambassador and support a
lot of STEM events that happen in the
local area, but particularly at my alma
mater Lancaster University. I also take
part in the career mentoring scheme that
the university runs, which partners up
a second-year student with someone in
a career that they hope to go into after
graduating.
Finally, what would you say to anyone
considering a career in engineering?
Engineering is such a broad subject and
encompasses so many things that you can
tailor your experience of engineering to
suit your interests and strengths. Whether
you’re strengths lie in maths, drawing,
making or idea generation, there is
definitely a place for you as an engineer.
Engineering encompasses so many
things that I would challenge anyone to
say it isn’t exciting and engaging.
To date, I have worked on a huge range
of projects, from escape systems for
underground trains to water features for
the Olympic Park in London, children’s
playground equipment, washing machine
test equipment, air pollution sampling
devices, dental equipment, disability aids
and, of course, a mobile bridge inspection
system, amongst many other things.
As an engineer, you have the chance
to be at the forefront of technological
developments and shape the future of
the world.
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The Queen Elizabeth Class
carriers will serve as the
centrepiece of Britain’s future
defence capability, while also
providing humanitarian aid
and disaster relief

Carrying the day
T

he UK has pioneered the design
of aircraft carriers – from the
first flat top warship in 1918
to the first ‘island’ control
tower, ski-jumps and optical landing
system. Almost 100 years after the first
utilisation of fixed wing aviation power at
sea, the Aircraft Carrier Alliance (ACA) – a
unique partnering relationship between
The Ministry of Defence, BAE Systems,
Babcock and Thales UK – is again pushing
the boundaries of technology with the
Queen Elizabeth Class carriers: 21st

Final sponson lift – these ﬂight deck
extensions give aircraft carriers their unique
profile and create large deck area.
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century ships for a 21st century navy.
Each 65,000-tonne aircraft carrier will
provide the armed forces with a four-acre
military operating base, which can travel
up to 500 miles per day to be deployed
anywhere around the world.
Operating the Joint Strike Fighter
Lightning II jets and a number of types
of helicopter, the QE Class will be
versatile enough to be used across the
full spectrum of military activity, from
warfighting to providing humanitarian aid
and disaster relief.

FORMIDABLE FLEET
The first aircraft carrier, HMS QUEEN
ELIZABETH, has already been delivered
by the ACA, while HMS PRINCE OF WALES
is structurally complete, and now in her
testing and commissioning phase, with
a scheduled delivery date by the end of
2019. These two vessels will bring the
UK’s navy up to a total of 21 ships. HMS
QUEEN ELIZABETH, incidentally, is named
after a WW1 vintage ship, which, in turn,
was named after Queen Elizabeth I.

Martin Douglass, Engineering Director at
the ACA and Chief Engineer of the Queen
Elizabeth Class aircraft carrier programme,
pictured left, takes up the storyÉ
As a group of defence companies, we are
always looking for innovative ways to help
our customers deliver their requirements
as cost effectively as possible, both on
initial purchase (£6.2bn for both) and
through life. The advances in technology
and design efficiencies of the Queen
Elizabeth Class Carriers mean that the
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HMS Queen Elizabeth
sails into her home port
of Portsmouth for the
ﬁrst time.

vessels are able to meet their operational
requirements and expectations of through
life cost. In essence, they are able to
punch well above their weight, with the
operational effectiveness enhanced with a
number of innovations applied in the harsh
maritime military environment.
The first of the ‘innovations’ that
allowed these vessels to be built within
the UK was the success in distributing
the production of separate blocks within
six shipyards prior to assembly in Rosyth,
supported by a purpose-built 58m, 1,000
tonne crane straddling the refurbished
dock. In all, 21 blocks (sections),
12 sponsons (flight deck extensions to
create large deck areas), two islands
and the ramp made up the separate
sections of the vessel’s hull, with the two
161 tonnne aircraft lift platforms being
added to achieve structural completion.
Standing 280 metres in length, 70 metres
wide (flight desk) and 73 metres keel
to masthead, both vessels made an
impressive sight as they came together.
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PWLS cable deck
and forecastle,
being lifted into
position in Rosyth.

HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH commenced
sea trials in June 2017, was accepted into
the Royal Navy fleet in December 2017
and sailed on its first deployment to the
United States in August 2018 to complete
fixed wing flying trials with the new F35B.
The second of class, HMS PRINCE of
WALES, is finalising fitting out, and has
started testing and commissioning ahead
of conducting both harbour and sea trials
through 2019, with a projected delivery
date later that year.
The key capability of the QE Class is
the delivery of air power, primarily through
the provision of the F35B. Selection
of this aircraft has presented several
challenges that have required new design
considerations.
Whilst the aircraft in principle operates
in a similar fashion to the Harrier it has
replaced, with the ramp supporting take-off
and the jets novel thruster and internal lift
fan supporting vertical landing, the vessel
has to manage the extreme heat and force
of the jet efflux.

ÔNO MAN IS AN ISLANDÕÉ
In a moment of inspiration back in 2001, an
RN officer serving with the Thales CVF design
team, developing initial concepts for what
became the Queen Elizabeth Class, hit upon
the idea of separate islands.
There are several advantages to this design,
but the most compelling reason for the twin
islands is to space out the funnels, allowing
greater separation between the engines below.
QEC has duplicated main and secondary
machinery in two complexes, with independent
uptakes and downtakes in each of the two
islands.
The separation provides a measure of
redundancy; it increases the chances of one
propulsion system remaining operational, in
the event of action damage to the other.
Gas turbine engines, by their nature, require
larger funnels and downtakes than the
diesel engines.
The twin island design helps to minimise their
impact on the internal layout.
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HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH departs
Portsmouth for sea trials.
Crown copyright.

Cutting the first steel for HMS Prince of Wales.

LIFTING THE DIESEL GENERATOR SETS INTO PLACE ON HMS
The Royal Navy’s 65,000 tonne flagship HMS Queen Elizabeth boasts four Wärtsilä diesel engines,
directly coupled to the General Electric (GE) generators. Together, each power unit weighs
approximately 200 tonnes. As Jon Pearson, HMS Queen Elizabeth Delivery Director, has pointed out:
“The amount of pipework, electrical connections and systems that have had to be installed, tested
and finally commissioned is staggering.”
The diesel generator sets will be the main cruising engines for the ship, but, when higher speed is
required, two MT30 gas turbine alternators will also be used. Together, they will produce 109MW of
power – enough to power a town the size of Swindon.
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Traditional flight deck coatings cannot
survive the concentration of heat on both
take-off and landing of the F35B and, as
such, in select areas the deck coating has
been replaced by an experimental thermal
metal spray, which has to retain non-skid
capability. The molten metal layers of
specified thicknesses are applied through
a low-pressure plasma spray technique
to a pre-prepared deck surface and form
a bonded metal layer that can withstand
and dissipate the 920DegC efflux. This
has been provided by a specialist coatings
firm and covers approximately 20000m2
of deck. In addition, a significant amount
of deck equipment had to be protected
from the transient effect of efflux and
heat as the aircraft transit across the
catwalks to the specified landing spots.
This equipment included life rafts and
aviation fuelling modules, where specialist
composite shields were developed and
tested to ensure equipment remained
undamaged, whilst retaining functionality.
The QE class has a unique two island
design for control of the aircraft and
the vessel, a significant step up from
the traditional one island design used
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Below: ﬁnal section, known as the Aft Island,
leaves Govan. It weighs 750 tonnes and will
control aircraft operations aboard the second
aircraft carrier HMS PRINCE OF WALES.
Photo Credit John Linton/BAE Systems.

Left: lower Block 04, the largest hull section, is
attached during the skidding to 01, 02 and 03
sections of HMS Prince of Wales at Rosyth
Naval Dockyard.
Photo Credit John Linton/Aircraft Carrier Alliance.

for generations, providing a number of
key benefits. The aft island’s primary
purpose is to provide control for the deck,
designated FLYCO, giving the team an
unhindered view of the deck operating
area and the aircraft lifts. The forward
island contains the bridge and allows the
team to concentrate on ship navigational
safety. Each island has the facility to
take on the other island’s command
role in an emergency, providing valuable
resilience to damage. The positioning
of the islands also eased the design
issue of engine exhaust and allowed
more efficient location of the MT30 gas
turbines, supporting further resilience in
the propulsion system design.
Moving on now to the radar and
communications suite, this has been
developed to support the organic air
operations and be capable of providing
control of the airspace around the full area
of operations. The ship’s Artisan radar can
track up to 800 potential targets at the
same time and cut through radio ‘clutter’
generated by the equivalent of 10,000
mobile phones; this is the medium-range
radar. As for the long-range radar, that
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can track up to 1,000 contacts across
a 250-mile radius. It’s an application of
technology that’s already been employed
on the Type 45s, but this time is linked to
the Carrier’s organic capability to control
a wide area of air and sea.
The propulsion system itself has also
developed from the proven design utilised
on the T45 destroyers and benefited from
many of the lessons born out of issues
that the class identified, once it entered
service. The QEC power plant consists
of six generators, four diesel generators
(DG2) and two gas turbine alternators
(GTAs). Totalling 110MW capacity,
that’s enough to power a town the size
of Swindon - see panel text on page 20.
These supply a HV distribution system,
which incorporates four HV switchboards
with passive harmonic filtering.
Three of the four switchboards supply
power independently to the four propulsion
motors (total 80MW of propulsive power),
facilitating the disparity in rating of the
DGs and GTAs, but also enabling the
separation of propulsion from much of
the ships systems supplies. The design
of the power generation and distribution

system provides a flexibility of supply
and resilience to failure that meets the
demanding needs of flying operations both
in peace time and when on a war footing.
The completion of the propulsion trials
on HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH in 2017 has
demonstrated the design intent of this
system has been met. To operate the QE
Class Vessels, the standard crew has
been set at 679, similar to the Invincible
Class carriers they replace. This crew is
supplemented by nearly 1,000 additional
sailors and airmen required to operate
and maintain the selection of aircraft and

Life raft
protective cover –
life raft release
being tested.
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Inset: the Aft Island, which will control aircraft operations aboard
HMS PRINCE OF WALES, being lifted on to the deck of the ship.
Photo credit John Linton/Aircraft Carrier Alliance.

also provide task group command and
control. The ship has been designed to
improve the standard of living and working
environment for today’s generation of
sailor and enable delivery
of capability with this limited crew.
A key example of this innovation
in maritime design is the storage and
provision of ammunition to the flight
deck through the utilisation of the
Highly Mechanised Weapon Handling
Systems (HMWHS). The basic principle
is to minimise human interaction in
the movement of ammunition from the
deep storage in the ship, up to the
weapon preparation areas and then to
the flight deck before being loaded on
the aircraft. The ammunition is stored in
dedicated main weapon pallets, of steel
construction, that are managed through

the pallet handling system, a series of
moles designed to move around the
magazine and to ammunition lifts on sets
of interlinked rails.
The control system constantly monitors
mole position; the system is then able
to move the mole on its predetermined
route, link to other moles, transferring the
load and facilitating moving to the mole
that is secured onto the lift platform and
onwards, according to demand.
A series of interlocks and sensors
on rails and doors ensure that control
of magazine integrity is maintained
throughout these ‘automatic’ movements
and a series of light curtains ensures
the safety of personnel at the required
human machine interface within the
weapon preparation area. In total, there
are 15 lifts used to support ease of travel

WHAT NEXT?
HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH sailed from Portsmouth for fixed wing flying trials, but had already been
declared as having limited operational capability for small-scale military and humanitarian
support. The integration of the F-35B stealth fighter jets into the platform will increase the
capability of the vessel, but will also add significantly to the released effectiveness of these
aircraft, currently based at RAF MARHAM.
A new technique, called Shipborne Rolling Vertical Landing, has been developed by British pilots
with regards to the Queen Elizabeth Class, which enables the aircraft to land with heavier payloads.
This will be proven once HMS PRINCE OF WALES has completed her series of flying trials, which
are planned for 2020.
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of personnel and equipment through the
13 decks. Two of these are dedicated
personnel lifts to support command travel
from the operation room, all the way to
the forward island and the bridge. The
stores lifts are strategically located to
ease the storing of the vast quantities of
victuals that are required to support the
45-day endurance of the ship and also
facilitate the delivery of food to the galley
preparation areas.

THE RIGHT INGREDIENTS
The design of the stores and the galleys
has allowed the catering staff to be
limited to just sixty-seven, with the flow
of ingredients, through the preparation
areas, to the galley and to the servery
enabling the team to feed more than
900 hungry crew in just an hour from the
largest of the galleys. With all six galleys
available, they can feed the entire Ship’s
Complement (up to 1,600) within 90
minutes routinely and in just 45 minutes
when the ship is at action stations.
As with any large facility, there is a
requirement to maintain a habitable and
safe environment for the people employed
and living within. The issue with any
vessel, especially one that is designed
to remain independent of port support
for protracted periods, is that providing
the basic needs can prove a challenge.
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HMS Queen Elizabeth departs Rosyth
to set sail for the first time.
Copyright ACA

To ensure the crew has a supply of fresh
water while at sea, a £1 million reverse
osmosis system draws in sea water and
produces 540 tonnes of fresh water a day.
This is the process by which high pressure
is applied to saltwater, pushing it through
a semi-permeable membrane. Due to the
size of the salt molecules, only smaller
water molecules can pass through the
membrane, resulting in fresh water.
The proven technology in the reverse
osmosis plants has been providing the
crew and industrial workforce on board
HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH with fresh water
while the ship has been undergoing her
maiden sea trials and subsequently on
her in-service flying trials.
This is the largest scale use of the
system on a Royal Navy ship and can
maintain supply during an expected
demand of around 200 litres per
person per day. The three plants have
been developed to run completely
autonomously, requiring minimal input
from the operating crew.

WATER PURIFICATION
The system is unique, in that it can also
dispose of the water used on board
cleanly and safely through an additional
filtration unit, which purifies the water on
exit from the ship. This function could also
be utilised in the future for humanitarian
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operations, delivering clean and filtered
water to those in need.
David Carey, Engineering Technician
(Marine Engineering), is one of the crew
members responsible for the ship’s fresh
water and reverse osmosis plants. He
joined the Royal Navy directly from college
and set sail with HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH
shortly after completing training at HMS
SULTAN. “In the morning, we carry out daily
checks and also preventive maintenance
on all of our equipment, to keep machinery
running smoothly,” he explains.
But it is the first full testing of the
system that stands out for him as most
memorable. “Before we could take the
ship to sea, we had to complete something
called a ‘basin trial’ when all the machinery
and systems were run to ensure they work
correctly. Completing the basin trial was
a big step for the ship; it gave the Marine
Engineering Department and the rest of
the ship’s company confidence in the
equipment on board. It was my first insight
into preparing for sailing and showed me
how all of the components work together to
make this happen.”
Everyday technology that you find at
home is now being used much more widely
at sea, with wireless communications
installed throughout the ship to allow the
Ship’s Company and teams on the flight
deck to move around with their hands free.
This isn’t as easy as it sounds, as the
metal shell of each compartment acts as
a ‘Faraday Cage’ and stops signal transfer.
With a lifespan of around 50 years, the
technology on board the Queen Elizabeth
Class carriers really is cutting edge.
There’s also built-in room for development

Six chefs serve daily breakfasts, lunches and
dinners to the 700 men and women of the
Ship’s Company within the Forward Galley,
one of six galleys on board.
Photo Credit John Linton/Aircraft Carrier Alliance.

as times change. The sailor of yesterday,
today and the future will recognise the
hoses, hatches, structure and signage
around the ship. And, as in the past,
each new generation will look in awe at
the technology developed and used to
enhance the capability through the years
In all, as the Engineering Director of
the programme, I can say that, whilst
there are a number of innovations on the
vessels, the majority of the technology
utilised is proven and mature. The novelty
and challenge has been in how to utilise
this and integrate it into a vessel of this
size to deliver the capability required by
the Government of this strategic asset
within the agreed unit cost and projected
through-life operating costs.
Sailing from Rosyth, completing sea
trials, first entry into Portsmouth and
commissioning are all milestones that
have made this old sailor proud to feel part
of such a momentous engineering project.
The legacy of the design, however, will be
the ability of the government to deploy at
will worldwide and have confidence in the
delivery of the required effect.

DURING THE CONSTRUCTION OF HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH…
● More than 3 million metres of cable had to be laid, 80,000 pipes tested, nearly 300 systems
commissioned and 3,000 compartments handed over.
● The four Wartsilla Diesel Generator sets and the two Rolls Royce MT30 Gas Generators can
generate 110MW of power.
● Each five-bladed nickel aluminium propeller weighs 33 tonnes and can deliver around 55000
horse power
● Each of the ships can keep 45 days’ worth of food in their stores. A typical deployment would
sail with 66,000 sausages, 28,800 rashers of bacon, 64,800 eggs and 12,000 tins of beans.
● It takes just 60 seconds to lift four aircraft from the hangar to the flight deck on each of the
two lifts
● The Queen Elizabeth Class programme has directly created 2,500 engineering jobs
● At its height, the Queen Elizabeth Class programme supported 10,000 jobs across the UK.
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Revolution
in the skies

New drone standards are scheduled to come into force later this year, designed to help
strengthen public conﬁdence in safety, security and compliance within an industry that is
set to be one of the fastest growth sectors in the world

D

Stock.adobe.com/ ValentinValkov

rones are now a part of
our daily lives, whether we
welcome this or not. And
the ‘nots’ are plentiful, with
many people expressing their concerns
at what they see as a gross ‘intrusion’.
To take an example, the thought of a
fleet of drones from companies such as
Amazon buzzing over our heads, like a
plague of angry hornets, to land packages
in our neighbours’ gardens, leaves a
whole swathe of the population less than
enamoured with the technology.
Not surprisingly, therefore, a new
tranche of drone standards is set to come
into force later this year, designed to help
strengthen public confidence in safety,
security and compliance within an industry
that is set to be one of the fastest growth
sectors in the world.
These standards, it is claimed,
will release the true potential of this
industry, revolutionising the way we live
and transforming business sectors from
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transport to infrastructure, agriculture
to medicine – across air, land, sea and
space. The new standards were first
announced during a gathering at the
House of Lords in February this year
– an event attended by BSI Chairman
Sir David Brown, politicians including
aviation minister Baroness Sugg, as
well as other stakeholders in the drone
industry, including an impressive list of
manufacturers, users, service providers,
economists, academics and media.

PIVOTAL ROLE
“BSI is playing a pivotal role in supporting
the exciting global future for drones
through its work on standards for
Unmanned Aircraft Systems,” Sir David
commented at the time. “Standards
accelerate innovation, boost productivity
and enable trade, while promoting safety
and consumer protection.”
Robert Garbett, CEO and founder of
Drone Major Group, stated in his role as

Chairman of the BSI Committee on Drone
Standards that “after several years of
work and global collaboration, detailed
draft standards are expected to reach
BSI Committee stage by Spring 2018,
following which there will be a period of
wider consultation, expected then to lead
to adoption shortly thereafter” [since
delayed]. He added: “The development
and adoption of the first quality and safety
standards for the drone industry will make
2018 a pivotal year for an industry which
is set to become a global phenomenon.
It is the year when British and world
standards will be crystallised, energising
the industry, and enabling it to meet its
full potential to the benefit of UK plc, and
indeed economies worldwide.
“Drones, empowered by Standards that
can be trusted and relied upon are the
key to many of our economic, transport,
security, environmental and productivity
challenges of today. They will open up new
avenues to innovation that we can only
begin to imagine!”
Two years ago, drones were forecast
to spawn a $100 billion industry by
2020*[1]. But today the opportunities
are perceived to be even greater than
this, since such projections were
based upon available data at that time
which predominantly focused on the air
industry, while, said Garbett, “we define
the entire drone industry as covering
surface, underwater, air, and space. If
you look at the entire picture, the figures
are much larger and growing faster
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than anyone expected. If you then
forecast the impact of integrating
drone technologies across these
environments, the figures will take on
an ever more exciting dimension.”

UK VISION
Looking at the UK vision for the ‘direction
of travel’ for the drone industry, key areas
of growth include:
The transport industry, where drones
are bringing new possibilities to freight and
passenger transport on land, water and in
the air, which, it is argued, will reduce the
need for expensive infrastructure projects,
reduce road traffic, ease congestion, save
lives and reduce pollution in our cities.
“This transport revolution will allow workers
to live further outside the cities, reducing
the pressure on housing and spreading
wealth to the regions,” states Garbett.
“In this single area alone, the benefits
that drones bring are compelling. Also, with
the recent UK Government announcement
that we will have driverless cars on our
roads by 2021, this reality is gaining
momentum and will have a widespread
positive impact on every one of us.”

passenger-carrying drone vehicles on our
roads are overwhelming.In infrastructure
and construction, drones are already
significantly reducing the time and
resources that are needed to plan and
build our roads and buildings, making the
progress faster, safer and much more cost
effective. Indeed, drones are shaping plans
for new smart cities, for which the use of
these technologies will be part of the fabric
of life.
In agriculture, drones will use advanced
scanning technology to detect crop disease
before it is visible to the human eye and
assist in the intelligent use of pesticides,
thus dramatically reducing our exposure to
them and increasing crop yields.
In medicine, drones are already being
trialled that are able to attend the scene
of an accident within minutes to scan the
area in 3D, feed this information to the
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DRONE STANDARDS

BRITISH STANDARDS
INSTITUTION (BSI)
The BSI is the UK’s national standards
body, developing standards across a
myriad of business sectors. By harnessing
the knowledge and expertise of thousands
of individuals and organisations, BSI
has been working to make excellence
a habit for business and industry for
omore than 100 years. There isn’t an
area where standards don’t have an
inﬂuence. Standards improve the quality
and performance of products and services,
making things safer, help organisations
reduce risk and make businesses more
sustainable. Standards help promote
trade, enable innovation, promote
productivity and protect consumers.

UNSTOPPABLE FORCE
Whether you call them autonomous
unmanned vehicles (UAVs), surface
drones or unmanned ground vehicles,
full adoption of drone technology by the
automotive industry is now on the march
and unstoppable.
There are, of course, many challenges
ahead, from the levels of intelligence
required to make a passenger-carrying
drone vehicle safe for use at speed, to
the liability in the case of an accident.
However, the economic and safety
arguments for the full adoption of
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Robert Garbett, Chairman of the BSI
Committee on Drone Standards: a pivotal
year for an industry which is set to become
a global phenomenon

Sir David Brown, Chairman BSI: standards
accelerate innovation, boost productivity
and enable trade, while promoting safety
and consumer protection
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DRONE STANDARDS

New drone standards look set to
revolutionise UK and global economies

emergency services to assist with access
and pre-attendance assessment and then
land with medical supplies.

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
In the marine environment, Remotely
Operated Vehicles or Unmanned
Underwater Vehicles have been used
extensively in the inspection and repair
of pipelines and oil rigs for many years.
Indeed, this sector is very well established
in many respects as a standalone industry
and often neglected when calculating the
growth of the drone market.
As the range of applications for drones
in the marine environment expands into
exploration, environmental monitoring
and intervention, the value to the industry
is rapidly increasing. This is definitely a

sector to watch, as technologies create a
swathe of opportunities for businesses,
investors – and engineering designers.
Adds Robert Garbett: “There are
many other examples: from the use of
drones in mining when new resources
become available, which were previously
inaccessible; in defence, as new
technology enables us to meet threats,
without risking the lives of our soldiers;
and, in security, of everything from oil
pipelines to individuals and many more.”
He also wants to dispel the cloak of
negativity and often underlying resistance
that, many other observers have also
said, tends to enfold this industry.
“First, we need to educate the
public on the positive impact that this
technology will have on their lives and not

MAJOR PLAYER – DRONE MAJOR GROUP
Drone Major Group brings together services dedicated to the drone industry and to increasing
connectivity globally. It comprises the following:
● Drone Major, established 2017, an online portal for the provision of drones and all types of drone
related products and services - www.dronemajor.net
● SUAS Global, established 2014, an online network of drone industry owners, operators, service
providers and enthusiasts. It now has more than 40,000 subscribers, and acts as a conduit for
members to engage with regulators, standards organisations and each other
● Software Major, established 2008, a software business, for the development of secure IT systems
and products to facilitate the development of drone software
● Cyber Major, established 2015, offering consultancy services providing cyber risk assessments
and resolution, including tailored cyber risk packages for the drone industry.

sow the kind of fear that preceded the
introduction of the automobile, which led
to people having to walk in front of a car
waving a red flag!” he comments.
“We need investors to get behind the
research and development, which will
enable the industry to break through
the barriers it faces, such as ‘operations
beyond visual line of sight’, the
integration of airspace and the adoption
of multi-environment systems (from air
to land to sea and beyond).
“And finally we need governments
worldwide to stand firmly behind the
drone industry to ensure that it is not
choked by over-regulation… thankfully
something the UK Government has
indicated it is keen to avoid… and to work
together to find effective ways to promote
responsible use, without stifling a great
new sector which has the potential to
make such an important contribution to
the well-being of people and businesses
throughout the world.”

HUGE POTENTIAL
The potential for the drone industry
worldwide, Garbett concludes, is huge
and particularly for the UK economy,
“where the combination of intellectual
capital – our technology, engineering,
innovation, governance, and above all,
our development and support of high
standards – is world class”.

Pride in production – Sinoi
employees in front of the
26
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GREENER ERA

Clean ﬂight

The UK’s aerospace sector is being propelled into a new era of cleaner, greener ﬂight through
£255 million of industry and government investment in 18 new research and technology projects

A

major beneficiary of some
of the latest research and
development funding is the
E-Fan X project. The project
brings together Airbus, Rolls-Royce and
Siemens to develop a flying electrical
demonstrator that will form the foundation
for future electrical aircraft and help the
aerospace sector to manufacture cleaner,
quieter aircraft and therefore to grow the
industry sustainably.
Rolls-Royce’s ACCEL project will also
lead a UK programme to accelerate the
electrification of flight that will contribute
to the UK’s aim to cut emissions through
its Clean Growth Strategy.
The E-Fan X demonstrator will explore
the challenges of high-power propulsion
systems, such as thermal effects,
electric thrust management, altitude and
dynamic effects on electric systems, and
electromagnetic compatibility issues.
The objective is to push and mature
the technology, performance, safety
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and reliability enabling quick progress
on the hybrid electric technology. The
programme also aims at establishing the
requirements for future certification
of electrically powered aircraft
while training a new generation
of designers and engineers
to bring hybrid-electric
commercial aircraft one step
closer to reality. As part of
the E-Fan X programme, Airbus,
Rolls-Royce and Siemens will each
contribute with their extensive experience
and know-how in their respective fields of
expertise:
Airbus will be responsible for overall
integration, as well as the control
architecture of the hybrid-electric
propulsion system and batteries, and
its integration with flight controls.
Rolls-Royce will be responsible for
the turbo-shaft engine, two megawatt
generator and power electronics.
Along with Airbus, Rolls-Royce will
also work on the fan
adaptation to the
existing nacelle and the
Siemens electric motor.
Siemens will deliver
the two megawatt
electric motors and
their power electronic
control unit, along with
the inverter, DC/DC
converter and power
distribution system.

This comes on top of the E-Aircraft
Systems House collaboration between
Airbus and Siemens, launched in
2016, which aims at development
and maturation of various
electric propulsion system
components and their terrestrial
demonstration across various
power classes.
“The UK has a rich heritage
in civil aviation as the home of
the jet engine and the wings factory
of the world,” says Business and Energy
Secretary Greg Clark, pictured above.
“Technology is driving revolutionary
changes in aviation that have not been
seen since the 1970s,” he comments,
“and [this] investment is foundational
to the future of commercial aviation and
ensuring the UK remains at the cuttingedge of the sector.”
This funding will also support a number
of projects on the next generation
UltraFan aero engine, led by Rolls-Royce,
which will contribute to their biggest shift
in engine architecture since the 1970s.
Its goal is to transform flight, setting
new benchmarks in fuel efficiency, CO2
reductions and significant cutbacks in
engine noise.
The government has also welcomed
the completion of Bombardier and
Airbus’ Joint Venture: a partnership
that will support the development and
manufacture of structures for the A220
jet at the Bombardier facility in Belfast.
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Women in engineering –
transformative revolution
or anomaly?
Tariva Thomas, Associate Solicitor at Wright Hassall, pictured below, offers a personal view of
why women are still struggling to make waves in the manufacturing and engineering sector

I

nnovation is the lifeblood of
the UK’s manufacturing and
engineering sector – and it will
be innovation that propels UK
manufacturing to the centre of the
global stage. Historically, this sector
has always been male dominated and,
statistically, this is still the case, with
only 10% of the workforce and 15% of
engineering graduates being
women, despite the sector’s
drive to promote women. Why
are these figures so low?
Why is the gender pay gap
in manufacturing higher than
average? And what more
can the sector do about
it? Whilst I am all for
answers on a postcard, I
have thought of a few myself.

STEM ‘BRANDING’
STEM has been the buzzword
for several years. There has
been a large cash injection to
promote STEM subjects to raise
their profile, a move which is
to be applauded. However, it
is yet to have a revolutionary
impact on the manufacturing
and engineering sector. When
I was at school (which wasn’t
all that long ago), there was
only one girl who did all
sciences at A Level. One girl
in a class of 12 boys and it
wasn’t me. I did not take a
single STEM subject at A
Level and instead
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opted for English, History and Spanish.
Why? Because I was told that, in order
to read law, I needed analytical skills
to problem-solve and articulate
my conclusion. While I certainly
learnt those skills studying those
subjects, isn’t STEM all about
analysing patterns and trends, solving
problems and articulating theories?
The point I am making is that there
is still an outdated attitude towards
STEM subjects that places them

in the ‘too difficult’ box. This belief is
fundamental to the failure to fire up
enthusiasm among boys and girls alike
– and their parents – for science.
Looking at the perception of STEM
more closely, I do not think it is
branded correctly – yes ‘branded’.
There has been an attempt at
a transformation, but this
has been offset by mixed
messages. In my
opinion, the problem
starts at school,
with many continuing
to portray STEM
subjects as hard,
requiring considerable
concentration and
engagement, and
only suitable for the
very academically able (which is
rather at odds with TV campaigns
advertising STEM subjects as fun and
experimental). I believe that many
students who would be perfectly
capable of taking STEM subjects are
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LEGALLY SPEAKING

employers will have this latitude,
meaning that some women will leave the
sector in favour of a more family-friendly
career.

put off doing so either for fear of failure
or simply that it is not for them; this was
certainly my worry at A Level. This will
have an adverse effect on the number of
students (male or female) who pursue
a STEM subject at university and as a
career.

THE GENDER PAY GAP

MATERNITY LEAVE AND PAY
According to an article published
by the BBC in February
this year, around 285,000
couples are eligible every
year for shared parental
leave, yet the take-up
could be as low as
2% (Department for
Business). Shared
parental leave was
introduced
in April
2015
and allows
parents to share 50
weeks of leave and 37
weeks of pay after their
child is born. Time can
be taken off together
for up to six months or
separately. The pay is either 90% of
your average earnings, or £140.98 per
week, whichever is lower. With such a
scheme in place, why is the buy-in so
low? According to a number of research
studies, common reasons for the small
take-up are as follows:
● Stigma associated with men taking
parental leave (the research studies
were based on a heterosexual couple)
● The fact that men cannot afford to
take a salary cut for a six-month period,
as they tend to be the higher earners
● Men feared that a six-month break
from the workplace indicated a
lack of commitment and would
negatively affect their roles
and career progression.
I could be missing
something here, but don’t
women have to take into
account the same issues and
fears when taking maternity
leave?
Many larger manufacturers
have tackled this issue head on
and altered their maternity policies
to improve the situation for women in
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their sector,
so they can combine a family
and a successful career. However,
this rather depends on the resources
of the employer to allow a degree of
flexibility to enable women to juggle
their responsibilities. Not all smaller

In light of the recent requirement
for employers with over 250
employees to publish their
Gender Pay Gap, many
sectors have come under
fire for the difference in pay.
Undoubtedly, there is an
element of cause and effect
here: I can’t help but feel that,
if STEM sorted out its identity
crisis, and manufacturing and
engineering employers actively
supported maternity or shared
parental leave, the ‘Gap’ would
be reduced. I am convinced that
a reduced ‘Gap’ would encourage
more women into manufacturing
and engineering careers, and, more
importantly, encourage retention,
lending stability to employers and
female employees alike, enabling the
latter to develop their careers.
Given the statistics I’ve quoted
above, the impression I get is that
women in manufacturing and engineering
are anomalies who have managed to
‘beat the odds’. To date, the women who
have excelled in the sector have been
those who have broken with tradition,
who have had to prove themselves
above and beyond, and ultimately
those who have had to make sacrifices.
However, with the spotlight firmly on
equal pay, gender equality and attracting
women to male-dominated sectors, I
believe we are on the brink of
a transformative revolution
whereby the ratio of
boys to girls studying
STEM subjects
will change;
there will be
an upheaval
in the cultural
norm of shared
parental leave;
and, crucially, we
will have a better gender
balance in manufacturing
and engineering. Now that
sounds like innovation!
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Institution News

Reasons to be unreasonable

At this year’s AGM and Awards day, the IED’s new Chair of Council,
Colin Ledsome, reflected on a high-flying new era for the IED and
other ‘earthly’ matters. Here is an extract of the key points

I

must begin by thanking our outgoing Chair of Council
Tania Humphries-Smith and outgoing President Maggie
Philbin, as well as our CEO Libby Meyrick and her staff,
for the work they have done for the IED in recent years.
We have just completed a period when, for three years,
our President, Chair and CEO were women.
That probably made us unique amongst professional
bodies and something to be proud of. One day this will
happen and no-one will notice.
Forty-nine years ago, Neil Armstrong became the first
person to walk on the Moon. Only twelve people have
walked on the Moon and another twelve have orbited the
Moon without landing.
Those twenty-four are the only people in history who
have been out of sight of this Earth. You will have seen
the picture, often called Earthrise, of the Earth
re-appearing as the spacecraft comes out from behind
the Moon. I wonder at the irrational sense of relief in
the minds of those astronauts at finding the Earth was
still there.
I was working in America, on a NASA contract to design
Apollo Skylab, when Apollo 11 flew. Millions of people
around the world watched on television and we had
screens around our offices.
The people I worked with had designed the Lunar
module everyone was watching. A memory that I treasure
is of an older colleague turning to another and saying,
“Do you remember the trouble we had getting those legs

to fold up?” … Rocket
science is easy; its
rocket engineering that’s
difficult.
I’d like to give you
some of the details of
what we intend to do for
the next few years. …
I’d like to, but I can’t,
because we don’t know.
Some things move
quickly, others take a
very long time. Carl Rogers said that happiness is
not a state, it’s a direction, so let’s look at what directions
we want to go in:
● We need to recruit more members
● We need to improve our financial security
● We need to continue to promote design
as a concept.
These are some of the directions we need to follow,
looking for opportunities to influence and promote as we
go. Designers are drivers of progress. George Bernard
Shaw said: “The reasonable man adapts himself to the
world; the unreasonable one persists in trying to adapt the
world to himself. Therefore, all progress depends on the
unreasonable man.” So, let’s go and be unreasonable.

‘The reasonable man adapts himself to the world; the unreasonable one persists in trying
to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress depends on the unreasonable man.’
- George Bernard Shaw
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Who are we?
This journal is produced by the IED for our Members and for those who
have an interest in engineering and product design, as well as CAD users.

The IED, established in 1945, incorporated by Royal Charter in 2012,
is a licensed body of both the Engineering Council and Society for the
Environment and we register our suitably qualified Members as Chartered
Environmentalists (CEnv), Chartered Engineers (CEng), Incorporated
Engineers (IEng) or Engineering Technicians (EngTech), Chartered
Technological Product Designers (CTPD) and Registered Product Designers
(RProdDes). We also offer professional recognition to Product Designers,
CAD Technicians, and those who teach and lecture in design or CAD.
We represent our Members’ interests at the highest levels and raise
awareness of the professional standards of our Members, whilst providing a
resource and information service, and a friendly and approachable route to
assessment and registration.
www.ied.org.uk

“For any design engineer
hoping to pursue a career in
industry, membership and
registration shows commitment

Why become a member of the IED?

to continuing professional

Membership of any professional body gives you professional recognition
and status, and an acknowledged code of conduct to work to. Membership
of the IED gives you the added credibility of being acknowledged for the
role you play in Design and Innovation, and helps to develop your skills and
knowledge in these areas.
As well as the various registrations, membership of the IED gives you the
opportunity to meet with other designers and discuss issues particular
to your field of expertise or interest. Many of our Members prefer to
communicate primarily through the discussion forums on our website,
as this lends itself to the busy work schedules – however, we also run
seminars, meetings and events where Members can carry out CPD and
meet up.
The IED is the only Institution that represents designers in all
Engineering and Product Design fields, plus those who teach these skills.

development and promoting
good practice in those with
whom we interact on a daily
basis. The IED provides a
natural home for those whose
roles encompass a diverse
range of skills.”
BH, Chartered Engineer

How do you join?
We have made the application process as simple as we can. To maintain
the high standards of membership, we need all prospective members to:
Complete an application form
Submit a CV and details of relevant educational qualifications. All applicants
are assessed by a Committee of Members.

If you are a designer who would like to gain formal professional recognition, or work in an
organisation which employs designers, and would like to have your employees gain membership
and professional recognition, contact Kim at the IED on 01373 822801 or send an email to:
kim@ied.org.uk to discuss your next step.

Engineers
Without
Borders
Engineers Without Borders-UK
is an international development
organisation that removes
barriers to development
through engineering. Our
programmes provide
opportunities for young people
to learn about technology's role
in tackling poverty.
We are always on the look out
for new volunteers, so to get
involved or make a donation
please visit out donations page
at http://www.ewb-uk.org

